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Expectations of future leaders 
in tourism & hospitality
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61% of Generation Y say their generation has a unique and 
distinctive identity

Key  findings of PwC survey on Generation Y tourism & hospitality (T&H) students:

• T&H students are very amibtious and self confident

• Most important regarding career is to be in a job they really like

• Managing work / life is a tough challenge

• Needs and desires of T&H students all over the world are very similar

• T&H students are cautious with use of social media at work

• T&H students seem to be more loyal

• T&H students value family above career
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More than 50% of respondents want to become Entrepreneur / 
Owner or  CEO / General Manager
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Only 13% of 
respondents think they 
have not the potential 
to become CEO / 
General Manager

7.6%

18.6%

19.8%

25.8%

28.2%

Other

Don't know yet

Functional manager

CEO / General Manager

Entrepreneur / owner

Ultimative career aspiration (n=750)
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Job fulfillment and high remuneration are most important career 
drivers to Generation Y
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Average:  3.17 2.39 1.95 1.61 1.25
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Job you really like High-paying career or
profession

Lots of free time to do
things you want to do

Career or profession
with high prestige

Responsible for many
employees

Most important professional goal (n=727)

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
University of Queensland
University of Waterloo
Ecole hotelière de Lausanne
Hochschule Luzern
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65% of respondents think that work/life balance is more difficult in 
tourism & hospitality industry than in other industries
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2.83 2.19 2.13 2.02 1.98 1.96
Average:
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Opportunities for
career growth /
advancement

Salary Work / Life
Balance

Working with
great leaders and

colleagues

Company's
leadership

culture

Company's
reputation / brand

recognition

Considerations about attractiveness of an employer (n=724)
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University of Queensland
University of Waterloo
Ecole hotelière de Lausanne
Hochschule Luzern
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Generation Y see their boss more as coach and mentor than as 
command & control superior
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* Top 5 answers among a choice of 18 components/criteria (multiple choices were possible)

43% of respondents 
want to be in a 
leadership position 
(leading more than 15 
employees) within 
three to five years after 
graduation
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Good management skills

Respects / values  / appreciates

Flexible and open-minded

Supporting my professional growth

Good communication skills

Other

Top five characteristics of "perfect boss“ * 
(n=745)
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In contrast to other Generation Y, tourism & hospitality students 
do not see need to use social media during work
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Employer rules on how to interact in social media network (n=726)
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In contrast to other Generation Y, tourism & hospitality students 
seem to be more loyal
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Number of employers during  first 10 years 
after graduation (n=744)

87% of respondents get 
initial information 
about a new employer 
on the company’s 
website
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Sacrifice career for relationship / 
family (n=748)

Yes 36.1%

No 29.6%

Don’t know 34.4%

Generation Y values family above career – however, 66% are 
willing to live at least two years apart from their family
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Sacrifice relationship / family for 
career (n=748)

Yes 18.9%

No 46.7%

Don’t know 34.5%
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Methodology

• The survey regarding Generation Y * students in the field of tourism & hospitality was conducted 
in collaboration with World Tourism Forum in February 2011

• A online-questionnaire was send to students of tourism & hospitality and environmental studies 
in Hong Kong, Queensland, Brighton, Luzern, Lausanne and Waterloo

• For answering the questionnaire, the students had 3 – 4 weeks time in February 2011

• A total number of 751 fully answered questionnaires were collected, with 528 female and 223 male 
participants

* Generation Y describes a cohort of people, born between end 1970 – 2000.
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